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Abstract Background: Accurate predictions of thin sheet material springback during form-6

ing processes are of great interest in the forming industry. However, thin sheets are suscep-7

tible to buckling under shear loading. Objective: The present research aims at improving8

the so-called Arcan setup for testing thin (1-5 mm) sheet samples with large gauge areas9

(i.e., width about 21 mm) by introducing anti-buckling devices to mitigate sample buck-10

ling. Method: Three monotonic and one cyclic shear tests were carried out on 1 mm thick11

C60 high carbon steel. Results: The use of the proposed anti-buckling device resulted in the12

suppression of sample buckling. Numerical analyses of the experiment where buckling was13

eliminated revealed predominant shear stress states in the gauge area (i.e., stress triaxiality =14
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0), which highlights minor influences of the anti-buckling device on the sample stress state.1

Conclusion: To suppress buckling, the use of anti-buckling devices was essential. More-2

over, the friction coefficient between the sample and the proposed devices was calibrated3

(µ = 0.33) in addition to kinematic hardening parameters.4
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1 Introduction7

The growing demand for light-weight engineering components of high quality requires8

equally fast and adaptive production processes in order to meet the demand-supply balance.9

As a result, at the end of the 20-th century, the implementation of numerical simulations10

and modeling of sheet metal forming processes gained traction. The role of numerical sim-11

ulations was to predict material flow, to analyze stress-strain relationships, and to improve12

the quality of manufactured components [1]. Expensive and time consuming trial and error13

methods for analyzing production processes had to be minimized. For instance, industries14

involving metal forming relied on numerical simulations of manufacturing processes where15

shear is an important stress state [2]. Since pure shear cannot be obtained experimentally,16

mechanical tests involving simple shear are often carried out on thin sheets.17

Simple shear tests provide a comprehensive characterization of the anisotropy of flat18

samples experiencing large strains [3, 4, 5]. Since the sample geometry is essential in under-19

standing the material response due to simple shear, many authors have proposed different20

approaches to their design. Furthermore, the sample geometry directly determines which21

material property is sought (e.g., elasto-plasticity [6, 4], shear fracture [7, 8]). The design of22

samples should possibly provide homogeneous shear stress states in the gauge area.23
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1 INTRODUCTION

Miyauchi [6] proposed a complex geometry containing three clamped bars linked by1

the two sheared zones (i.e., gauge areas). By pulling the central bar, shear stress states were2

induced in the gauge areas. The sample geometry according to ASTM B831 standard [9]3

contains two slant slits, thereby establishing a single shear zone in the middle of the sam-4

ple. Merklein and Biasutti [10] modified the ASTM geometry to enable for compressive5

loadings. A comprehensive study carried out by Yin et al. [11], where the aforementioned6

geometries were compared, yielded good agreement for the shear stress vs. strain responses7

for each investigated test.8

Peirs et al. [7] developed a flat shear sample, which was based upon the geometry pro-9

posed by Bao et al.[12], with asymmetric rounded off notches with eccentricity that pro-10

moted shear stress states in the gauge area (i.e., stress triaxiality close to zero). Reyes et11

al. [13] optimized the geometry containing two slant slits with respect to stress homogene-12

ity and triaxiality for static and dynamic shear experiments. The geometry of the slits was13

changed to a semi-circular shape with V notches to promote uniform strain distributions.14

Roth and Mohr [14] carried out a comprehensive study of Peirs’ shear sample to obtain15

reliable shear strain measurements at fracture. As a result, three modified geometries were16

proposed for various levels of material ductility. Furthermore, Roth and Mohr [15, 8] op-17

timized the so-called smiley geometry with two parallel gauge sections for in plane shear18

testing by modifying the notch geometry to avoid premature fracture initiation near the free19

gauge boundaries. To prevent buckling of the sample, the width and height of the gauge20

section were of the same order of magnitude as the thickness.21

Iosipescu [16] proposed a flat sample geometry with two symmetric V notches (i.e., but-22

terfly sample) in the gauge region to induce quasi uniform shear states between V notches.23

Mohr and Henn [17] designed butterfly specimens with thickness reduction in the gauge area24

for investigating the fracture of metallic materials in a wide range of triaxialities. Moreover,25
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Mohr and Oswald [18] improved the biaxial testing machine developed by Mohr and Doy-1

oyo [19], which was based on the Arcan fixture [20]. It enabled the authors to investigate2

the material behavior with the aforementioned butterfly sample under combined tensile and3

shear loadings. Further improvements to the sample geometry [21] were proposed for inves-4

tigating fracture under combined normal and shear stresses. Abedini et al. [22, 23] analyzed5

the influence of two sample geometries (i.e., Peirs’ mini-shear sample [7] and the butterfly6

geometry [21]) on the fracture of thin sheets. The butterfly sample achieved lower fracture7

strains than its counterpart. However, it was deemed useful for quasi-static fracture char-8

acterization in shear and plane strain/stress states. Furthermore, Peshekhodov et al. [24]9

developed a butterfly sample for fracture characterization of advanced high strength steel10

sheets under shear, tensile and combined stress states.11

The aim of this research is to discuss a modified Arcan setup to investigate the behav-12

ior of butterfly specimens made of 1 mm C60 high carbon steel. The thin sheet samples13

were designed with large gauge areas (i.e., height equal to 21 mm), whereas the previously14

discussed shear geometries contained small gauge zones (i.e., < 3 mm). The latter ones15

were designed to promote uniform shear stress states and to reduce buckling [25, 4, 26].16

However, samples with large gauge areas are prone to buckling due to increased width to17

thickness ratios. Buckling restricts the use of standard optical measurement methods for de-18

termining the material response under simple shear loading. Therefore, to prevent buckling,19

transparent anti-buckling devices made of acrylic glass were added. Three monotonic and20

one cyclic shear tests were carried out and monitored with a stereovision system. Further-21

more, the influence of the anti-buckling device was evaluated numerically by observing the22

contribution of friction to the calibrated plasticity parameters via Finite Element Model Up-23

dating (FEMU) [27] and to stress triaxiality fields. Last, friction was calibrated in addition24

to the kinematic hardening parameters of the investigated steel.25
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2 MODIFIED ARCAN FIXTURE AND TESTED SAMPLES

2 Modified Arcan fixture and tested samples1

In this section, the modifications to the Arcan fixture are presented. They include increased2

thickness of the fixture, upgraded gripping system of the tested samples, and modular design3

of the fixture. Additionally, changes to the butterfly geometry are also presented.4

2.1 Modified Arcan device5

The Arcan fixture [20] was designed as two separate semi-circular symmetrical plates made6

of aluminum alloy. The butterfly samples were glued to the supporting plates, and subjected7

to in-plane shear loadings. For the present study, the Modified Arcan Fixture (MAF, see8

Figure 1) was designed to study the mechanical response of thin (i.e., ≤ 5 mm in thick-9

ness) metal sheets subjected to in-plane tensile, simple shear and combined loadings with10

expected triaxiality values of 0.33, 0 and < 0.66 in the gauge areas, respectively. The main11

advantage of the MAF is an increased stiffness of the fixture to avoid out-of-plane bending,12

and a modular design to allow for varying sample thicknesses. Figure 1 shows the MAF13

that consists of two separate yet identical semi-circular 35-mm thick supporting plates (i.e.,14

rigs), two sets of gripping jaws, and two identical testing machine adapters.15
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2.1 Modified Arcan device

Fig. 1: Loading configurations of the Modified Arcan Fixture. (a) Simple shear configura-

tion, (b) tensile loading configuration, and (c) combined shear/tensile loading configuration.

See text for the description of the labels

The Arcan rig 1 (Figure 1) is made of M200 steel plates with a radius of 123.5 mm.1

The use of high strength steel (i.e., σy = 1000 MPa) ensures that the fixture does not enter2

the plastic regime during tests. Near the peripheral area of the rigs, a series of twelve 13-3

mm in diameter holes was drilled 15° apart. The prescribed load onto the butterfly sample is4

selected by the loading holes. For example, pure tension (α = 0°), simple shear (α = 90°)5

and combined loadings (0° < α < 90°) can be applied. The front central part of the rigs6

contains milled rectangular openings designed to hold the gripping jaws and the butterfly7

sample. The size of the rectangular openings is 75 × 35 mm with a depth of 25 mm from8

the front face. The rectangular openings result in asymmetric distributions of rig stiffness9

(i.e., the rear side of the fixture is stiffer than the front side). This shortcoming manifested10

itself in the form of out-of-plane bending of the sample since the load distribution induced11
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2 MODIFIED ARCAN FIXTURE AND TESTED SAMPLES

spurious bending. The aforementioned imperfection was compensated with the appropriate1

design of the gripping jaws 2 and 3 (Figure 1).2

The gripping jaw 2 serves as a placeholder to prevent any motion of the sample. The3

jaw 3 was designed with dual purpose. The primary purpose is to connect the sample 44

to the fixture via two sets of four M8 bolts 5 . The secondary role is to increase the rigidity5

of the front side of the rigs, which is established by directly connecting jaw 3 to the front6

side via three additional M8 bolts 6 . As a result, the rigs and griping jaws behave as a7

single solid part. Two additional pins 7 were added to prevent bolt shearing. Moreover,8

the gripping system was designed to ensure the coaxiality between the loading axis and that9

of the sample. To prevent slip of the sample, the contact surfaces on the gripping jaws were10

knurled.11

The connection between the fixture and the testing machine is established via two adapters12

8 . They consist of a central shaft, which is fastened to the testing machine via a single13

13-mm in diameter pin 9 , the lock nut 10 , and two tabs 11 on the sides of the shaft.14

Each tab consists of three loading holes equally spaced according to the layout on the rigs.15

The central shaft of the Arcan adapter was designed with a radius less than the machine16

connector slot. As a result, a clearance is present between the Arcan adapter and the ma-17

chine slot. Since the Arcan fixture is connected to the machine with a single pin, a single18

rotational degree of freedom is allowed. During tests, the fixture has the ability for self-19

alignment. However, to compensate for the aforementioned clearance, the Arcan adapter20

was also threaded at the connection point with the machine. This modification allows for the21

use of lock nut 10 . By tightening the nut, the adapter is firmly pushed into the connector22

slot of the machine, thereby increasing the preload on the sample.23
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2.2 Butterfly sample

2.2 Butterfly sample1

The butterfly sample (Figure 2) was designed with two symmetric V notches for localizing2

the plastic strains in the narrow gauge area (i.e., between the two V notches). The surface3

of the sample is divided into three regions, namely, the gripped area, the observable area4

during tests and the Region of Interest (ROI) for stereocorrelation analyses. The dimensions5

of the gripped area, shown as red hatched in Figure 2(a), correspond to those of the contact6

surfaces of gripping jaws 2 and 3 . Since the gripped surfaces cannot be monitored7

during tests, only a 30×40-mm2 surface area is visible. However, the chosen ROI, depicted8

by green hatches, was smaller than the observable area of the sample. This choice is justified9

by the fact that shear strains were concentrated in the gauge area close to the ligament.10

(a) (b)

Fig. 2: (a) Butterfly geometry with characteristic regions (see text). The various stress areas

are depicted for simple shear loading. Dimensions are in mm. (b) Buckled E1 sample under

simple shear loading in the modified Arcan fixture

On each end of the sample, four 8-mm holes were drilled to allow the threaded M8 bolts11

to pass through to tighten the sample and the fixture together. Tightening the sample with12
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3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

four bolts makes the contact pressure more uniform. Two additional holes for 6-mm pins1

were added to prevent bolt shearing.2

3 Experimental investigation3

The experimental investigation presented herein was performed with the MAF. The latter4

offers three main loading modes depending on the angle α of the fixture with respect to the5

loading axis of the testing machine (depicted by the red arrow in Figure 1). The first loading6

configuration (Figure 1(a)) induces simple shear stress states in the gauge area of the sam-7

ple, whereas the second loading configuration (Figure 1(b)) corresponds to tensile loading8

where the expected triaxiality levels in the gauge area are around 0 and 0.33, respectively.9

Furthermore, the combination of both loading configurations (Figure 1(c)) enables for the10

application of combined shear/tensile loadings with expected triaxialities in the gauge area11

ranging from 0 to 0.66.12

3.1 Buckling under shear loading13

The accurate characterization of thin sheets subjected to shear loading is challenging [25,14

4, 26]. The samples are generally thin with a large gauge width to thickness ratio inducing15

folding of the sample (Figure 2(b)). Saurupt et al. [25] concluded that the folding mechanism16

could be interpreted as buckling due to compressive stresses. Due to sample clamping, the17

material close to two diagonally opposed corners of the unclamped region is subjected to18

tension while the other corners are subjected to compression. Where compression occurs,19

buckling initiation was reported [4]. Such mechanism may be prevented using additional20

supports placed on the observed region of interest [28], or by changing the sample gauge21

width [4].22
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3.2 Experimental setup

The butterfly sample subjected to shear loading on the MAF exhibited buckling. This1

phenomenon was observed for sample thicknesses less than 2 mm (Figure 2(b)). In the2

experimental investigations presented herein, the behavior of 1-mm thick butterfly samples,3

made of C60 high carbon steel, was sought. Therefore, in order to suppress the initiation4

of buckling, additional supports in the form of two transparent plates made of Poly methyl5

methacrylate (PMMA) were selected. Such configuration was already used to successfully6

mitigate wrinkling in 1D and 2D tests on sub-millimeter sheets [29, 30]. The dimensions7

of the PMMA plates (i.e., 70 × 25 mm) were chosen with respect to the observable area8

(Figure 2(a)). Moreover, the transparency of PMMA allows optical measurement methods9

to be employed. Stereocorrelation was applied to measure displacement and strain fields of10

the ROI. The application of the supports is straightforward. Each plate was placed on the11

front and back surfaces of the sample and was connected via six M5 bolts.12

3.2 Experimental setup13

In order to determine the influence of the additional support on the mitigation of buckling,14

an appropriate experimental protocol had to be defined. The three configurations employed15

in this investigation are presented in Table 1. Furthermore, the influence of the stiffness of16

the connection between the MAF and the testing machine had to be studied. Pham et al [28]17

determined that clamping of the fixture (i.e., increasing the stiffness of the fixture) resulted in18

stress perturbations in the sample, thereby leading to buckling initiation. Higher stiffnesses19

of the MAF are achieved by tightening the lock nut on the testing machine adapter. Conse-20

quently, additional tensile/compressive preloads could be applied to the tested samples.21
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3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

Table 1: Experimental configurations (M: monotonic, C: cyclic)

Test E1 E2 E3 E4

Configuration #1 #2 #3 #3

Loading regime M M M C

Thickness of PMMA plates, mm − 5 10 10

Preload, N −39 −1000 −40 −35

The first configuration was characterized by a loosened connection between the MAF1

and the testing machine. Furthermore, no additional support was applied. However, even2

with the allowed self-alignment of the MAF, buckling of the sample occurred (Figure 2(b)).3

Therefore, in the second configuration, an additional support with 5-mm thick PMMA plates4

was employed. Higher stiffness of the MAF was achieved and the measured preload was5

equal to −1000 N (Table 1). Although the PMMA support was applied, buckling of the6

sample was observed, which fractured the plates. For that reason, the third configuration7

employed 10-mm thick plates, and a loosened connection between the MAF and the testing8

machine. The third configuration suppressed buckling initiation. An additional cyclic test9

was then performed with the third configuration for further validation purposes.10

The shear tests were carried out on a uniaxial testing machine Messphysik Beta 50-11

5 in controlled displacement with a stroke rate of 1 mm/min. The material response in the12

observed ROI (Figure 2) was monitored by a stereovision system. The image acquisition rate13

for the monotonic (i.e., E1, E2 and E3) experiments was 1 fps, whereas for the cyclic (i.e.,14

E4) test it was 0.3 fps. The hardware parameters of the optical setup are listed in Table 2.15
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3.2 Experimental setup

Table 2: Hardware parameters of the stereovision system

Cameras Dalsa Falcon 4M60

Definition 2358× 1728 pixels (B/W images)

Color filter none

Gray Levels rendering 8 bits

Lens Titanar 50 mm

Aperture f/2.8

Field of view 3,996 mm2

Image scale ≈ 32 pixel/mm

Stereo-angle 25°

Stand-off distance 31.6 cm

Image acquisition rate 1 fps (0.3 fps for test E3)

Patterning technique B/W paints

Pattern feature size 15 px

The experimental investigation employing the MAF 1 (Figure 3) was monitored by1

the optical setup (Figure 3) consisting of two vertically positioned Dalsa cameras 2 and2

3 (Figure 3) and two light sources 4 . The vertical layout of the cameras was chosen in3

order to achieve maximum spatial resolution for the ROI. The stereovision system captured4

the entire gauge area of the sample 5 and the additional PMMA supports 6 .5
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3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

Fig. 3: Experimental and optical setups used for stereocorrelation measurements. See text

for the description of the labels

For this study, FE-based stereocorrelation [31, 32, 33] was utilized for measuring dis-1

placement and strain fields in the region of interest (ROI). The aforementioned algorithm2

uses a continuous description of the observed surface discretized with triangular finite el-3

ements. The commercial code EikoTwin DIC [34] was used. The calibration was carried4

out in two steps. For the pre-calibration step, a first estimation of the projection matrix was5

sought for each camera. During this process, the scale factor (i.e., conversion between pixel6

and mm) was set. An FE mesh was created, which corresponded to the nominal geometry7

of the sample and the fixture (Figure 4(a)) that were observed by both cameras. Since each8

camera was independent at this stage, different points were chosen for the left and right cam-9

era pictures. These points must be distributed in the entire 3D volume that is covered by each10

camera. A total of 8 points was chosen in two different planes and the first estimates of the11

projections matrices were obtained for this self-calibration route [35]. The pre-calibration12

step allows in particular for the verification of the reprojection of the measurement mesh13

(Figure 4(b)).14
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3.2 Experimental setup

5

2

3

4

1
8

7

6

(a) (b)

Fig. 4: Chosen reference points on the FE mesh and one of the reference images for the

pre-calibration step. (a) User defined points (i.e., fiducials) on the FE mesh, and (b) on one

of the reference pictures used in the pre-calibration step. The (green) mesh of the ROI is

also shown in the 3D model and its reprojection in one of the reference pictures. The blue

rectangle depicts the area over which the average strains were assessed

The calibration step was then performed to determine the best projection matrices via1

global registrations [35] of the two reference images based on the knowledge of the nom-2

inal geometry. It was initialized with the projection matrices determined during the pre-3

calibration step. Once the calibration step was carried out, shape corrections were performed4

for the actual ROI (Figure 4(b)) by running a second series of spatial registrations in which5

out-of-plane corrections were allowed [32].6

Last, displacement fields were measured by performing temporal registrations in which7

the nodal displacements were determined [31, 36, 33]. The stereocorrelation parameters8

are listed in Table 3. The noise floor estimates were obtained by calculating the (temporal)9

standard deviations of the nodal displacements and strains from the registration of ten image10

pairs acquired in the unloaded states.11
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3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

Table 3: Stereocorrelation analysis parameters

DIC software EikoTwin DIC

Image filtering none

Element length 1 mm

Shape functions linear (T3 elements)

Mesh see Figure 4

Matching criterion penalized sum of squared differences

Regularization length 5 mm

Displacement noise floor for test E1 (x z y) 0.4 µm 0.2 µm 0.7 µm

Displacement noise floor for test E2 (x z y) 0.1 µm 0.2 µm 0.5 µm

Displacement noise floor for test E3 (x z y) 0.2 µm 0.1 µm 0.6 µm

Displacement noise floor for test E4 (x z y) 0.2 µm 0.2 µm 0.6 µm

Strain εxz noise floor for test E1 6× 10−5

Strain εxz noise floor for test E2 6× 10−5

Strain εxz noise floor for test E3 7× 10−5

Strain εxz noise floor for test E4 8× 10−5

Figure 5 displays the load histories of the four tests reported herein. For each test, six1

characteristic points were chosen for which the stereocorrelation results are discussed in the2

following subsections.3
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3.3 Test E1

(a) E1 (b) E2

(c) E3 (d) E4

Fig. 5: Load histories for tests E1, E2, E3 and E4. Six characteristic points are outlined by

red circles for each experiment for which the stereocorrelation results are discussed hereafter

3.3 Test E11

The loading history of test E1 (Figure 5(a)) displays a disrupted response. Since no PMMA2

support was utilized, buckling occurred (Figure 2(b)), thereby resulting in lower load levels.3

The first peak load was equal to 7.2 kN for a shear strain of 17.5%. The kinematic fields4

corresponding to the characteristic points shown in Figure 5(a) are reported in Appendix A.5
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3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

3.4 Test E21

The loading history of test E2 shown in Figure 5(b) exhibited a more stable behavior com-2

pared to the E1 loading history (Figure 5(a)). This trend was due to the application of the3

5-mm thick plates, which delayed buckling inception. However, since the stiffness of the4

connection between the MAF and the testing machine was high, buckling was not totally5

suppressed. This mechanism led to the failure of the PMMA supports and the test was inter-6

rupted. The kinematic fields corresponding to the characteristic points shown in Figure 5(b)7

are reported in Appendix A.8

3.5 Test E39

Figure 5(c) shows the loading history of test E3. Compared to the loading histories of tests10

E1 (Figure 5(a)) and E2 (Figure 5(b)), the highest load level was reached in test E3. The11

10-mm thick support did not fail. The connection stiffness between the MAF and the testing12

machine was loosened again. As a result, buckling was prevented, thus the material response13

could be observed more clearly.14

Figure 6 displays the measured out-of-plane displacement fields for test E3. Since the15

10-mm thick plates were employed, negligible amplitudes were measured throughout the16

experiment. This result proves that the plate thickness was sufficient to significantly lower17

the amplitudes of out-of-plane motions. In elasticity (Figure 6(a)) and early plasticity (Fig-18

ure 6(b)), the displacements were of the same order of magnitude. Increases in magnitude19

observed in Figure 6(c) were due to the tendency toward buckling (as seen in test E1). How-20

ever, the additional supports prevented further increases. The displacement fluctuations were21

attributed to buckling. Even for the highest achieved load (Figure 6(d)), the out-of-plane dis-22
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3.5 Test E3

placements were considered negligible. However, after damage initiation and growth (Fig-1

ure 6(e-f)), thinning of the sample was observed around the roots of the V notches.2

(a) F =2.7kN, εxz=0.12% (b) F =5.4kN, εxz=0.37% (c) F =7.75kN, εxz=22.7%

(d) F =8.71kN, εxz=48.7% (e) F =7.6kN, εxz=70.82% (f) F =5.1kN, εxz=92.2%

Fig. 6: Measured out-of-plane displacement fields for test E3. The displacements are ex-

pressed in mm

The analysis of the axial displacements (i.e., perpendicular to the loading direction, see3

Figure 4(b)) revealed rotations of the ROI (Figure 7(a)). This trend also occurred in the4

plastic regime (Figure 7(b)). Furthermore, the axial displacements showed two emerging5

discontinuities, which are indicated by arrows in Figure 7(c). These “discontinuities” were6
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3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

also observed in the strain (Figure 8(f)) and residual (Figure 9(c)) maps, and corresponded1

to two symmetrically propagating cracks.2

(a) F =5.4kN, εxz=0.37% (b) F =8.71kN, εxz=48.7% (c) F =5.1kN, εxz=92.2%

Fig. 7: Measured axial displacements for test E3. The arrows indicate the location of cracks.

The displacements are expressed in mm

Figure 8 shows the measured shear strain fields. Similarly to the previous two tests, the3

strain distribution in elasticity (Figure 8(a)) and in the transition to plasticity (Figure 8(b))4

was essentially uniform. Furthermore, the achieved strain levels were at least one order of5

magnitude higher than the noise floor levels (Table 3). No damage was detected in the cor-6

relation residual map (Figure 9(a)). Furthermore, a single strained band developed between7

the V notches (Figure 8(c)). Comparing the strain levels achieved for approximately equal8

loads, tests E3 (Figure 8(c)) and E2 (Figure 22(d)) led similar values, which further con-9

firmed that no buckling occurred in test E2 at that point. Overall, larger strain levels were10

reached in test E3 in comparison to tests E1 and E2.11
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3.5 Test E3

(a) F =2.7kN, εxz=0.12% (b) F =5.4kN, εxz=0.37% (c) F =7.75kN, εxz=22.7%

(d) F =8.71kN, εxz=48.7% (e) F =7.6kN, εxz=70.82% (f) F =5.1kN, εxz=92.2%

Fig. 8: Measured εxz strain fields for test E3. The strained band is outlined by dashed blue

ellipses, whereas the location of the cracks are indicated by arrows

For the highest load level, the corresponding strain level was equal to 48.7% (Fig-1

ure 8(d)). Very high gradients were observed in the strain fields (see Figures 8(e-f)), which2

were also present in axial displacement fields (Figure 7(c)) and correlation residual maps3

(Figure 9(b-c)). These “discontinuities” correspond to initiated and growing cracks. Since4

the sample had a tendency toward buckling, slight folding occurred in the center of the5

ROI, which caused changes in brightness (i.e., shadows). These changes in brightness were6
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3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

observed as an increase in the correlation residuals in the ROI center (Figure 9(b-c)). The1

correlation residuals are sensitive to damage initiation and growth [37]. Observing the cor-2

relation residual maps allowed mesocracks to be detected and quantified (i.e., symmetric3

initiation and propagation of two cracks from each V-notch, see Figure 9(c)). Last, compar-4

ing the correlation residual maps with the final deformed shape of the sample (Figure 5(c))5

shows a good agreement for the location and size of the cracks.6

(a) F =5.4kN, εxz=0.37% (b) F =8.71kN, εxz=48.7% (c) F =5.1kN, εxz=92.2%

Fig. 9: Correlation residual maps for test E3. The residuals are expressed in % of the

dynamic range of the reference pictures. The arrows indicate the location of propagating

cracks, whereas the white circle outlines the change in brightness as a result of limited

buckling

3.6 Test E47

Figure 5(d) shows the loading history of test E4. This test consisted of 8 loading/unloading8

cycles. The 10-mm thick supports were utilized in addition to a relaxed connection between9

the MAF and the testing machine since it allowed buckling of the sample to be avoided.10

Observing the final deformed shape (Figure 5(c)), it was concluded that the sample remained11
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3.6 Test E4

flat throughout the whole experiment. This observation was an additional validation of the1

usefulness of the anti-buckling device used herein.2

Figure 10 displays measured out-of-plane displacement fields for test E4. Since the same3

configuration (i.e., PMMA supports and relaxed connection between the MAF and the test-4

ing machine) was employed in tests E3 and E4, it was expected (and confirmed) that no5

notable out-of-plane displacements occurred. Furthermore, the displacement levels in elas-6

ticity (Figure 10(a)) and early plasticity (Figure 10(b)) were very small as was the case in7

test E3. Moreover, negligible out-of-plane displacement amplitudes were observed in the8

whole experiment. However, as was also the case for test E3, the sample had a tendency9

toward buckling, which was prevented thanks to the additional supports. This phenomenon10

led to non-uniform distributions of out-of-plane displacements (Figures 10(c-f)).11
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3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

(a) F =4.83kN, εxz=0.25% (b) F =5.44kN, εxz=0.3% (c) F =8kN, εxz=26.5%

(d) F =8.55kN, εxz=39.8% (e) F =8.65kN, εxz=47.4% (f) F =8kN, εxz=68.1%

Fig. 10: Measured out-of-plane displacement fields for test E4. The displacements are ex-

pressed in mm

The measured axial displacement fields revealed the rotation of the ROI (Figure 11).1

Such rotation was also observed for test E3. Furthermore, the levels of axial displacements2

achieved in this test (Figure 11(a-b)) were comparable to those of test E3. Additionally,3

“discontinuities” arose at the roots of both V notches (Figure 11(c)). However, compared4

to test E3, the present discontinuities were of different sizes, which will be discussed in the5

sequel.6
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3.6 Test E4

(a) F =8kN, εxz=26.5% (b) F =8.65kN, εxz=47.4% (c) F =8kN, εxz=68.1%

Fig. 11: Measured axial displacements for test E4. The arrows indicate the locations of the

cracks. The displacements are expressed in mm

Figure 12 shows the measured shear strain fields. The shear strains were uniformly dis-1

tributed at the peaks of the second and third cycles (Figure 12(a-b)). A strained band sub-2

sequently developed between the V-notches (Figures 12(c-e)) as in the previous tests. For3

approximately equal loads, the strain levels achieved for test E4 (Figure 12(c)) were compa-4

rable to those of tests E3 (Figure 8(c)) and E2 (Figure 22(d)), further substantiating that no5

buckling occurred at that point. The “discontinuity” observed in Figure 12(f) corresponded6

to the same phenomenon shown in Figures 11(c) and Figure 13(c), namely, the location of7

propagating cracks. Moreover, values for approximately equal loads (i.e., 8 kN) for tests E48

(Figure 12(f)) and E3 (Figure 12(e)) were comparable.9
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3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

(a) F =4.83kN, εxz=0.25% (b) F =5.44kN, εxz=0.3% (c) F =8kN, εxz=26.5%

(d) F =8.55kN, εxz=39.8% (e) F =8.65kN, εxz=47.4% (f) F =8kN, εxz=68.1%

Fig. 12: Measured εxz strain fields for test E4. The strained band is outlined by blue ellipses,

whereas the location of strain discontinuities (i.e., cracks) are indicated by arrows

The rises in correlation residuals observed in Figure 13(a-b)) were attributed to speckle1

pattern smearing due to the motion of the PMMA supports with respect to the sample sur-2

face. Furthermore, the increase in correlation residuals on the edges of the ROI were at-3

tributed to speckle pattern smearing due to overly tightened PMMA plates. Since the sample4

exhibited a tendency toward buckling, the central part of the plates was subjected to bending5

thus increasing the contact pressure on the edges of the sample. For test E3, two cracks initi-6
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3.7 Discussion

ated approximately at the same time and propagated symmetrically (Figure 9(c)). However,1

for test E4, the crack located at the top V-notch (Figure 13(c)) initiated earlier than that at2

the lower V-notch thus propagating farther.3

(a) F =8kN, εxz=26.5% (b) F =8.65kN, εxz=47.4% (c) F =8kN, εxz=68.1%

Fig. 13: Correlation residual maps for test E4. The residuals are expressed in % of the

dynamic range of the reference pictures. The arrows indicate the location of propagating

cracks. The white circles outline smearing of the speckle pattern on the surface due to rela-

tive motions of the sample surface with respect to the PMMA supports

3.7 Discussion4

In this section, the global response is compared for each test presented in the previous sec-5

tions. In order to calculate the engineering stress, the measured force for each experiment6

was divided by the initial cross-sectional area S0 between the V notches of the correspond-7

ing sample. The respective stress-strain curves are shown in Figure 14.8
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3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
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Fig. 14: Macroscopic stress/strain responses of the four analyzed tests

A good agreement in terms of global response is observed until instability inception due1

to buckling. Test E1 was stable up to 17% shear strain, which was proven by the measured2

out-of-plane displacement fields reported in Figure 19. Until this critical state, the magni-3

tude of out-of-plane displacements was low. Since buckling occurred in test E1, additional4

supports were applied in test E2. A good reproducibility is observed for the global response5

between tests E2, E3 and E4 up to 34% shear strain. The instability in test E2 was due to6

the large level of preload (i.e., the connection between the MAF and the test machine was7

very stiff). No instability was observed for tests E3 and E4 (i.e., no buckling was noted when8

the connection between the MAF and the test machine was loosened and thicker supports9

were utilized). Furthermore, the agreement between tests E3 and E4 further validated the10

proposed setup for cyclic loadings.11

Table 4 gathers characteristic values for each experiment. Similar yield stresses were12

observed regardless of the employed configuration. It was concluded that instability initiated13
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in the plastic regime. Furthermore, the highest ultimate load was achieved in tests E3 and E41

for a corresponding shear strain of 48%, and an ultimate shear strength of 417 MPa. A good2

reproducibility between the reported quantities for tests E3 and E4 was noted, which fully3

validated the third configuration. With the application of the PMMA plates onto sample E2,4

buckling was delayed, thereby leading to a 43 MPa higher ultimate shear strength compared5

to test E1. With thicker supports and loosened connection, the ultimate strength further6

increased by 25 MPa compared to test E2. The resulting shear strains at the ultimate load7

are 10-30% higher for tests E3 and E4 compared to tests E2 and E1, respectively.8

Table 4: Characteristic values for the four shear tests on the Modified Arcan Fixture

Test Yield stress, MPa Ultimate shear strength, MPa Ultimate load, kN Shear strain at ultimate load, %

E1 259 349 7.3 17.5

E2 243 392 8.2 35.6

E3 258 417 8.71 48.7

E4 261 417 8.66 47.4

4 Analysis of friction between PMMA plates and the sample9

In this section, the influence of friction between the PMMA plates and the sample surfaces10

is reviewed and discussed. It was assumed that the effect of friction was small since all11

experiments displayed identical responses before buckling occurred (Figure 5). Further, the12

speckle pattern did not degrade too much since sterecorrelation could be run until the end of13

each test. During the installation of the PMMA supports, the six M6 bolts were not tightened14

in order to minimize friction and contact pressure between the sample surface and the plates.15

In the following, a numerical study is presented for more quantitative evaluations of the16

effect of friction.17
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4 ANALYSIS OF FRICTION BETWEEN PMMA PLATES AND THE SAMPLE

4.1 Parameter calibration1

In order to numerically describe the material behavior during mechanical tests, reliable2

parameters are needed. FEMU was employed to calibrate the sought parameters for test3

E3. The material model used in the identification procedure was implemented in the com-4

mercial software Abaqus. Nonlinear kinematic hardening follows Armstrong-Frederick’s5

model [38]. Thus, the sought parameters were the yield stress σy , hardening modulus C,6

and nonlinear coefficient c.7

Within FEMU frameworks, differences between measured and computed quantities are8

minimized by iteratively updating the material parameters based on sensitivity fields [39].9

If only the measured displacement fields are considered (i.e., FEMU-U), the cost function10

is expressed as the squared error between measured {um} and computed {uc} nodal dis-11

placements12

χ2
u({p}) =

1

γ2uNu
‖{um} − {uc}‖2 , (1)

where {p} is the column vector gathering all unknown material parameters, γu the standard13

displacement uncertainty, and Nu the number of kinematic degrees of freedom [40]. With14

such setting, χu tends to 1 when the only source of error is due to measurement uncertainty.15

Any deviation from 1 is an indication of model error.16

The identification procedure can also be conducted with respect to measured loads17

{Fm} and computed reaction forces {Fc} (FEMU-F) extracted from edges where Dirichlet18

boundary conditions are prescribed19

χ2
F ({p}) =

1

γ2FNF
‖{Fm} − {Fc}‖2 , (2)

where γF is the standard uncertainty of the load cell, and NF the number of load data.20
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4.1 Parameter calibration

The combination of the aforementioned cost functions (i.e., FEMU-UF) is expressed as1

χ2
tot = (1− ω)χ2

u + ωχ2
F , (3)

where the parameter ω determines the contribution of each individual cost function. For the2

present study, the latter was set to ω = 0.5, which endowed each cost function with equal3

weight.4

The FE mesh used in the identification procedure was constructed from the measure-5

ment mesh (Figure 4). It was converted into four-noded quadrilateral (Q4) elements, and6

then extruded to obtain C3D8 elements with reduced integration (C3D8R). The measured7

displacements were prescribed along the stressed edges of the mesh as Dirichlet boundary8

conditions (Figure 16(a)). The elastic parameters (i.e., Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s9

ratio ν) were kept constant and equal to their nominal values (Table 5). Only the aforemen-10

tioned plastic parameters were calibrated.11

Table 5: Identification results via FEMU-UF

E, GPa ν, - σY, MPa C, GPa c, - χU χF

Initial 210 0.25 250 6000 15 35 116

Identified 210 0.25 365 4635 13 23 11

Once calibrated, the parameters yielded significant decreases in both displacement and12

force residuals (Table 5). Furthermore, the identification resulted in a very good agreement13

between the global reaction forces extracted from the FE model and the measured forces14

(Figure 15), which led to residuals that were on average only 11 times the uncertainty level.15

However, in elasticity, the computed response was slightly offset from the measured curve.16

This trend is believed to be due to the fact that the Dirichlet boundary conditions had to17
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4 ANALYSIS OF FRICTION BETWEEN PMMA PLATES AND THE SAMPLE

be extruded. The identified material parameters reported in Table 5 were used in further1

numerical simulations. The calibrated value of the yield stress was higher than the expected2

value estimated from the macroscopic stress-strain curve (Figure 14). This difference was3

due to the fact that even in the elastic regime, the stress state was not uniform in the ligament.4

Fig. 15: Comparison between measured and resultant forces extracted from the FE model

of test E3

4.2 Effect of friction5

The effect of friction was studied via complete FE simulations of test E3 with the two6

PMMA plates. The sample was again discretized with C3D8R elements, and the PMMA7

plates with C3D4 tetrahedra. The boundary conditions on the model were the same as in the8

identification procedure. However, rigid body out-of-plane motions were eliminated. Bolts9

were replaced by a combination of kinematic coupling and connector elements (CONN3D2,10

type = beam). Bolt heads were replaced with kinematic couplings (Figure 16(b) depicted by11

blue lines) on the PMMA surfaces around the bolt holes, while the bolt shaft was simu-12
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4.2 Effect of friction

lated with connector elements. The master nodes of the kinematic coupling were attached1

with the connector elements, which ensured stiff connections between nodes. Since the bolts2

were not pre-loaded, the bolt pretension was not simulated. All out-of-plane motions were3

disabled in the the master nodes of the kinematic couplings for both PMMA plates. Further-4

more, for a single master node, the remaining displacements and all rotations (Figure 16(b)5

depicted by the red dot) were disabled to suppress the rigid body motions of the plates. The6

plates were assumed to remain elastic (with a 3 GPa Young’s modulus and 0.3 Poisson’s7

ratio). Between the sample and PMMA surfaces, general contact was defined with Coulomb8

friction [41]. Since damage initiation and growth was out of the scope of this work, the sim-9

ulations were carried out only for the first 330 time steps (Figure 5(c)) of the experiment10

(i.e., before damage occurred).11
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4 ANALYSIS OF FRICTION BETWEEN PMMA PLATES AND THE SAMPLE

(a) (b)

Fig. 16: FE model of test E3. (a) E3 sample with prescribed measured displacements as

boundary conditions. (b) Assembly of sample E3 and PMMA plates

It was expected that the resultant forces extracted from the stressed edges of the model1

were sensitive to friction. In the available literature, the reported values of friction coefficient2

between PMMA and steel vary [42, 43, 44, 45]. However, the estimated levels generally3

range from 0.3 to 0.4. First, FEMU-UF was run to calibrate plastic parameters for a very4

low friction coefficient (i.e., µ = 0.01). The calibrated parameters are reported in Table 6;5

they were similar to those obtained previously even though the boundary conditions were6

different (Table 5). The calibrated material parameters were then used to initialize the sec-7

ond FEMU-UF analysis where, additionally, the friction coefficient was sought. The initial8

value was set to µ = 0.3, which corresponded to the lower bound found in the surveyed9
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4.2 Effect of friction

literature. The parameters calibrated along with µ all decreased (the hardening modulus1

C experienced the largest relative reduction). The global residual χtot (Equation (3)) only2

slightly decreased.3

Table 6: Identification results for low friction value and calibrated material parameters and

friction coefficient µ

E, GPa ν, - σY, MPa C, MPa c, - χtot δσ, MPa

µ = 0.01 210 0.25 365 4616 13.1 43 -

µ = 0.33 210 0.25 357 3860 11.8 42.6 38

To further illustrate the effect of friction on the calibrated parameters, a uniaxial ten-4

sile loading was applied to a single C3D8R element. Dirichlet boundary conditions were5

prescribed on four surface nodes of the cube (denoted by arrows in Figure 17(a)), whereas6

on the opposite surface, both rigid body displacements and rotations were disabled. The7

prescribed displacements ranged from 0 to 0.47 times the element height with a step size8

of 0.001 (i.e., corresponding to the strain levels obtained via the DIC virtual gauge be-9

fore damage occurred). The differences between stresses for the frictionless (reference) case10

(i.e., µ = 0.01) and for the calibrated value (µ = 0.33) were not monotonic with respect to11

the strain level. The mean stress difference δσ was equal to 38 MPa (Figure 17(b)), which12

indicated that friction had a non negligible effect on the calibrated kinematic hardening pa-13

rameters.14
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4 ANALYSIS OF FRICTION BETWEEN PMMA PLATES AND THE SAMPLE
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Fig. 17: (a) Cube element used for depicting the tensile response with the calibrated parame-

ters (Table 6) and the corresponding boundary conditions. (b) Stress-strain curves calculated

for µ = 0.01 and µ = 0.33 with the respective material parameters (black curves) and cor-

responding stress differences (red curve)

From the numerical simulation with the calibrated material parameters and friction co-1

efficient, the stress triaxiality fields were evaluated. In Figure 18, the triaxiality field is2

displayed for the last analyzed image when µ = 0.33. From the triaxiality field, it was3

concluded that the gauge area was predominantly subjected to shear stresses (i.e., stress tri-4

axialities close to zero). This result was observed for the central points through the thickness5

(i.e., points 1,2 and 3), which displayed slight deviations in stress triaxialities yet close to6

zero. This trend was observed for all analyzed images. For the chosen points in the root of7

the V notch, the stress triaxiality changed significantly with the applied shear strain. For8

low shear strains, the stress triaxiality was closer to zero (i.e., shear stress state). At the9

root of the V notch, complex stress states were expected, which were observed from the10

deviation of the middle point (i.e., point 5), whereas the surface points had almost identical11
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levels. Moreover, the areas around the V notch where the material was subjected to tensile1

stresses (i.e., stress triaxiality close to 0.33) corresponded to the locations of initiated cracks2

(Figure 5(c)).3

12 3

4
56

Fig. 18: Stress triaxiality history for six different points with respect to the calculated shear

strain in the virtual gauge and the triaxiality field for the last computed image (i.e., frame

330) when µ = 0.33

5 Conclusion4

The experimental campaign performed herein was aimed at preventing buckling to occur5

in thin (i.e., 1 mm) butterfly samples under simple shear loading on a modified Arcan fix-6

ture (MAF). Three monotonic shear tests and one additional cyclic test were carried out.7

They were monitored with a stereovision system, and the kinematic fields were measured8

by means of FE-based stereocorrelation. Three different configurations of the experimental9

setup were studied considering anti-buckling devices and connection stiffness between the10
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6 COMPLIANCE WITH ETHICAL STANDARDS

MAF and the testing machine. Furthermore, friction between the anti-buckling device and1

the sample was evaluated and subsequently calibrated via FEMU-UF. The main results of2

this work are:3

• shear buckling was successfully suppressed for Arcan butterfly samples with a large4

gauge area using the thickest anti-buckling device,5

• FEMU using measured displacements prescribed as Dirichlet boundary conditions on6

the FE model was carried out to calibrate kinematic hardening parameters,7

• the influence of the friction coefficient on the calibrated material parameters was studied8

using a numerical model of the sample and the anti-buckling device,9

• the friction coefficient between the PMMA anti-buckling device and the sample surface10

could also be calibrated (µ = 0.33).11

Last, a detailed analysis of the prescribed boundary conditions on the FE model of the12

butterfly sample may provide optimal routes to avoid complex numerical simulations (i.e.,13

modeling of the sample and the anti-buckling device).14
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6.1 Test E1

Appendix A1

This appendix gathers stereocorrelation results of tests E1 and E2 that enabled for the im-2

provements utilized in tests E3 and E4.3

6.1 Test E14

Figure 19 shows out-of-plane displacement fields for different load levels (Figure 5(a)) and5

strain values. Positive displacements are oriented away from the reader. Low out-of-plane6

displacements were measured in the elastic regime of the sample (Figure 19(a)). Further-7

more, the inception of plasticity (Figure 19(b)) was also characterized by small out-of-plane8

displacements. However, for the 7.2-kN load level (i.e., the first peak on the load-time plot9

of Figure 5), the out-of-plane displacement amplitudes increased. This growing trend con-10

tinued while further loading the sample. Furthermore, the out-of-plane displacement distri-11

bution was symmetric, which was also observed on the deformed sample in Figure 5(a). The12

aforementioned symmetry was observed in the displacement levels (i.e., displacement am-13

plitudes were similar in Figure 19(d-f)). Even though a stereovision system was employed,14

these high levels of measured displacement were not considered reliable since the out-of-15

plane rotation of the ROI caused some parts to be out of focus.16
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(a) F =2.52kN, εxz=0.14% (b) F =5.42kN, εxz=0.42% (c) F =7.2kN, εxz=17.5%

(d) F =4.64kN, εxz=36.7% (e) F =6.43kN, εxz=62% (f) F =8kN, εxz=63.9%

Fig. 19: Measured out-of-plane displacement fields for test E1. The displacements are ex-

pressed in mm. F denotes the applied load, and εxz the average shear strain calculated with

the optical gauge

Figure 20 shows measured shear strain fields for different load levels (Figure 5(a)).1

The average strain levels in elasticity (Figure 20(a)) and at the inception of plasticity (Fig-2

ure 20(b)) were low as expected. Furthermore, a single strained band developed between the3

V notches where the strain levels were one order of magnitude higher than on the edges of4
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6.1 Test E1

the ROI (Figure 20(c)). The rotation of the ROI due to buckling is observed in Figure 20(d).1

Further measurements (Figure 20(e-f)) were deemed unreliable.2

(a) F =2.52kN, εxz=0.14% (b) F =5.42kN, εxz=0.42% (c) F =7.2kN, εxz=17.5%

(d) F =4.64kN, εxz=36.7% (e) F =6.43kN, εxz=62% (f) F =8kN, εxz=63.9%

Fig. 20: Measured εxz strain fields for test E1. F denotes the applied load, and εxz the

average shear strain calculated via the virtual sensor. The strained band is outlined by a

dashed blue ellipse
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Test E21

Figure 21 shows measured out-of-plane displacements for characteristic load levels (Fig-2

ure 5(b)) and strain values. As for test E1, the out-of-plane displacements were very small3

in the elastic regime (Figure 21(a)) as well as for a large part of the plastic regime (Fig-4

ure 21(b-d)). However, clear signs of buckling initiation were observed (Figure 21(e-f)). The5

displacements in the center of the sample were negative, whereas on the opposite corners6

they were positive. This result indicated that wrinkling had started, and was also observed7

from the shape of the deformed sample in (Figure 5(b)). The PMMA support fractured due to8

increased buckling. Thus, stereocorrelation results were no longer deemed reliable beyond9

this point.10
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6.1 Test E1

(a) F =1.94kN, εxz=0.09% (b) F =5kN, εxz=0.34% (c) F =6.7kN, εxz=11%

(d) F =7.6kN, εxz=22% (e) F =8.2kN, εxz=35.5% (f) F =7.85kN, εxz=41.4%

Fig. 21: Measured out-of-plane displacement fields for test E2. The displacements are ex-

pressed in mm

Figure 22 displays measured shear strain fields. Since buckling of the sample was de-1

layed, the material response (i.e., strain fields) was captured more reliably. Since only elastic2

strains were present in Figure 22(a-b), they were rather evenly distributed over the ROI, and3

were at least one order of magnitude higher than the noise floor levels (Table 3). Further-4

more, a single strained band developed between the two V notches (Figure 22(c)) and was5

observed until the end of the test (Figure 22(d-e)). Comparing strains between tests E2 and6
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E1, higher levels were achieved due to the more stable material response thanks to the addi-1

tional supports.2

(a) F =1.94kN, εxz=0.09% (b) F =5kN, εxz=0.34% (c) F =6.7kN, εxz=11%

(d) F =7.6kN, εxz=22% (e) F =8.2kN, εxz=35.5% (f) F =7.85kN, εxz=41.4%

Fig. 22: Measured εxz strain fields for test E2. The strained band is outlined by dashed blue

ellipses
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